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Dissertation Abstract
Robots and Wage Polarization: The Effects of Robot Capital across Occupations [Job Market
Paper]
In the last three decades, the global market size of industrial robots, measured by the number of
robot arms, has grown by 12% annually. International trade of robots is also sizable, with 41% of
all robots traded. Robots have gradually substituted for workers in some occupations, raising
concerns about the distributional effects of such trends. In this paper, I study the distributional and
aggregate impacts of industrial robots by combining new data on robots with a model with
substitution between robots and labor within an occupation, international trade of robots, and
dynamic robot accumulation. I find that robots contributed to US wage polarization across
occupations from 1990-2007. A commonly advertised robot tax could increase the US real income
in the short run, but leads to a decline in income in the long run due to robot de-accumulation.
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I construct a unique dataset that tracks the number of robot arms and their average prices
disaggregated by the occupations that robots replace. To do so, I match the information about tasklevel Japanese robot shipment with O*NET match scores on occupation similarity and the US
Census/ACS. The resulting dataset links robots in the US shipped from Japan, which comprise
one-third of all robots in the US, to the US wages at the occupation level. I show that over 19902007, robot average prices fall heterogeneously across occupations. I also find that there is a
positive correlation between the growth of prices and that of US wages.
Guided by these facts, I develop a general equilibrium (GE) model that features the trade of robots
in a large-open economy and endogenous robot accumulation. I consider the impact of an
automation shock that extends the set of tasks robots can perform. To estimate the elasticities of
substitution (EoS) between robots and labor within each occupation—key parameters for the
distributional effect of the automation shock—I face the identification challenge that the robot cost
shock and the automation shock are correlated. To overcome this challenge, I use the GE structure
and obtain the structural residual of labor market outcomes, which is free from the effect of the
automation shock. I then assume that the structural residual is orthogonal to the robot cost shock
measured from the price changes in my dataset. From this moment condition, I construct the
optimal model-implied IV, which increases the estimation precision.
I find that the within-occupation EoS between robots and labor in the US is heterogeneous across
occupation groups. For routine occupations that perform production and material moving, the
estimates are as high as 4. These estimates are significantly higher than the range of literature's
estimates of the EoS between general capital and labor, a maximum of about 1.5, revealing the
susceptibility of workers to robots in these occupations. The estimated model and backed-out
shocks predict US occupational wage changes during 1990-2007, indicating that the automation
shock compressed the wage growth in the middle deciles of the wage distribution in 1990. This
explains 11.7% of the wage polarization measured by the 90th-50th percentile wage ratio.
Finally, I examine the counterfactual effect of introducing a tax on robot purchases. From a
normative viewpoint, a robot tax could potentially increase the aggregate income of a country. A
government can exert monopsony power in the global robot market by taxing robot purchases,
leading to a decrease in the before-tax price of imported robots in each period. In contrast, the
robot tax also disincentivizes the accumulation of robots in the long run, potentially reducing
aggregate income. Quantitatively, the latter effect dominates the former in the long-run, and robot
tax decreases the aggregate real income.

Robots and Employment, Evidence from Japan, 1978-2017, with Daiji Kawaguchi and Yukiko
U. Saito, Revision requested at Journal of Labor Economics
We study the impact of industrial robots on employment in Japan, the country with the longest
tradition of robot adoption. We obtain a novel data set of robot shipments by destination industry
and robot application (specified task) in quantity and unit values. The data show a decreasing trend
in robot unit values. Narrative evidence suggests that technological progress drove the decreasing
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trend. Guided by these findings, we employ an identification strategy leveraging the heterogeneous
application of robots across industries and heterogeneous price changes across applications. For
example, the automobile industry relies heavily on welding processes while the electric machine
industry predominantly requires assembling tasks. Thus, the price drop of welding robots relative
to that of assembling robots induces faster adoption of robots in the automobile industry than in
the electric machine industry. Our industry-level analysis indicates that a one-percent decline in
robot prices increased the number of robot arms by 1.54 percent and total employment by 0.44
percent. These estimates suggest that robots and labor are gross complements at the industry level
that aggregates the occupations in each industry. We also show that the result is robust to the robot
quality adjustment, where the quality is backed out from the robot demand function. Finally, we
compare our estimates with the existing studies and propose a mechanism that explains apparent
differences between the results.

Multinational Production and Labor Share, with Yukiko U. Saito, Under review
We investigate the impact of multinational enterprises (MNEs) on the labor share in the source
country. We propose an equilibrium model that features a production function with factor inputs
in foreign countries. Each firm receives a shock that shifts the productivity of foreign factor inputs.
We conduct comparative statics regarding the foreign factor productivity shock and show that the
difference in factor demand elasticities with respect to foreign factor prices affects aggregate labor
share. To identify these elasticities, we develop a method-of-moments estimator that leverages a
foreign factor productivity shock. We then apply the estimator to a unique natural experiment: the
2011 Thailand Floods. The floods had a strong impact on manufacturing clusters in areas north of
Bangkok city and affected Japanese MNEs by forcing them to halt operations of plants located in
the cluster. We employ a unique combined Japanese firm- and plant-level dataset that tracks wages,
employment, fixed assets in Japan, and employment in foreign subsidiary plants. The estimated
factor demand elasticities indicate that foreign factor augmentation increased capital demand in
Japan more than labor demand, suggesting that the foreign factor augmentation contributes to
reducing the labor share in Japan.

